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SmithGroup – The Wisconsin Idea 

Video Link: https://youtu.be/GDvuMGNApCE  

Objective: For one midwestern university, this ripple effect of educational influence has become a way of thinking – 
an ethos deeply embedded into their culture. It is known as “The Wisconsin Idea” and became a driving force to turn 
University of Wisconsin-Madison’s 20-year long campus planning vision into a reality. SmithGroup was fortunate to 
help guide the university from the East Campus Gateway campus plan 20 years ago to what has been considered the 
“capstone” project of the plan, Alumni Park. This partnership embodies our ultimate goal: Having the trust and 
respect to continue working towards a client’s vision for their future. The East Campus Gateway video is a gift to the 
university, thanking them for their partnership and continued commitment to the city of Madison. 

The main objective was to capture how the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s East Campus Gateway demonstrates 
commitment to their campus’ growth and positive impact on their students and faculty, and the greater Madison 
community.   

Additional Goals: 

• Showcase design innovation in the adaptive reuse of underutilized spaces.

• Demonstrate SmithGroup’s ability to create a strong campus plan and design the buildings and urban spaces
to bring the plan to fruition.

Research, Planning, and Implementation: To maintain focus on the university’s commitment to their vision for the 

campus, we interviewed design professionals who worked with the university for the longest duration. Some of 

these team members were just beginning their professional careers at SmithGroup when they first worked on the 

development of the 20-year campus plan but have had the opportunity to work on numerous projects that resulted 

from the plan. After listening to stories from both team members young and old, we gained insight into how the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison invested in their vision to help foster a campus community. 

it was important that the video start at a very intimate human scale to be reflective of this idea.  As the story grows, 

viewers begin to feel how the East Campus Gateway is a large connection to the campus’ fabric. The narrative is 

driven by stories from the University of Wisconsin-Madison team members. It was our intent to celebrate the people 

who made the visionary transformation happen. At the end, a wide drone shot shows the relationship between the 

East Campus Gateway and embedded city of Madison. 

Results: 

• Since the completion of the University of Wisconsin-Madison East Campus Gateway video, SmithGroup has
been awarded three awards for University of Wisconsin-Madison projects along the East Campus Gateway,
including an award from SCUP for Excellence in Landscape Architecture – Open Space Planning and Design.

• It’s often difficult to track the return on investment for media such as videos; but celebrating UW-Madison’s
commitment to their campus’ growth has always been the main objective of this video.

• Seeing the recognition Alumni Park is earning from numerous awards programs demonstrates how
repositioning underutilized spaces can have a huge impact for clients in urban environments.

• Along with the three recently received project awards, the East Campus Gateway video was highlighted at
the SMPS Chicago March Program Let’s Get Digital – Integrating Digital Content Into Your Marketing
Strategy with Josh Miles, CMO of SMPS.
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Judges’ Comments: 

• “Integration of a client mantra, represented by The Wisconsin Idea, made the video have a less 

promotional tone and served to highlight the partnership between SmithGroup and UW-Madison, 

rather than simply the work.” 

• “Beautiful video that shared a compelling story of how this project has impacted the University 

community.” 

• “It is very impressive that the piece was executed using in-house resources! The production quality was 

superb.” 

• “A truly professional production.” 


